OUR MISSION

The Design Trust for Public Space is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the future of public space in New York City. Our projects bring together city agencies, community groups and private sector experts to make a lasting impact — through design — on how New Yorkers live, work and play.
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2021 was a year of healing and rebuilding for New Yorkers. As the COVID-19 pandemic carried on into its second year, public space — our parks, plazas, and even our front stoops — became crucial tools for resilience and recovery. Public space has always reflected the city's unique, vibrant, and diverse cultural life. Now, New York has reached a generational opportunity to redefine and re-imagine what our shared civic spaces can do for us. So, the Design Trust got to work.

This year, our Request for Proposals' theme, Restorative City, was centered around community health and supporting projects that are working to disrupt inequality in the built environment. Our Alfresco NYC Coalition fought to ensure that Open Restaurants and Open Streets programs were expanded, accessible for all New Yorkers, and sustainable in the long term. We partnered with the New York City Department of Small Business Services to develop the Neighborhood Commons project, exploring opportunities to improve the current model of public space governance and programming while supporting local economies and small businesses. Opening the Edge imagined innovative new ways to create resident-designed communal spaces at NYCHA housing. Supported by a generous $2-million dollar grant from the Mellon Foundation, the largest ever received by the Design Trust, we began Turnout NYC, a major citywide effort to connect artists to the potential of public space through new partnerships and built infrastructure.

To celebrate these accomplishments and continue to make this work possible, the first-ever virtual Annual Benefit brought the Design Trust community together safely to honor NYC Parks Commissioner Mitchell Silver for his incredible impact in building a more equitable park system and Rockwell Group for its leadership and creative development of DineOut NYC.

In the first year under new leadership, we grew our team by welcoming Senior Planner and Designer, Akemi Sato. We continued our legacy of empowering the next generation of design professionals and brought on four Equitable Public Space Fellows to the team, Catherine Betances (2021-2022), Journee Harris (2021-2022), Kimberly Mota, (2020-2021) and Jasmine Tepale (2020-2021), in the program’s fifth year.

We are deeply grateful to our Board for its guidance, and to our friends and donors for their passion and dedication to protecting and evolving public space.

Symbolically, we closed out a year of uncertainty and hope with a photo exhibition in Times Square featuring our Photo Urbanism Fellow Barnabas Crosby’s work documenting community ingenuity and the power of public space during the pandemic. As we move forward, The Design Trust will keep fighting to make NYC more dynamic, equitable, and public for all.
CALL FOR PROJECT IDEAS

RESTORATIVE CITY: BUILDING COMMUNITY WELLNESS

SELECTION JURY

Michael Blaise Backer, Deputy Commissioner, NYC Small Business Services
Arturo Garcia Costas, Environmental Program Officer, New York Community Trust
Claudie Mabry, Strategist & Consultant
Mary Miss, Founder & Artistic Director, City as Living Laboratory
Suzanne Nienaber, Partnerships Director, Center for Active Design

Delma Palma, Deputy Director, New York City Housing Authority
Jose Serrano McClain, Principal, HR&A, former Design Trust Fellow
Laura Starr, Principal, Starr Whitehouse Architects and Planners LLC
Chat Travieso, Independent Artist, Design Trust Fellow

Our 2021 Request for Proposals (RFP) began a major initiative dedicated to connecting health equity with design and the built environment throughout New York City — an urgent issue that has been exacerbated by the ongoing pandemic and disproportionately impacts marginalized communities. As part of the Design Trust’s mission to advance collaborative public space initiatives, Restorative City: Building Community Wellness through Public Space solicited new ideas that will empower community action across the five boroughs and elevate public health to a central precept of public policy and urban design. Drawn from an initial group of more than 90 proposals, the winning projects were selected by a jury of city government officials and industry leaders from a short-list of eight finalists.

The Neurodiverse City is a collaboration between Verona Carpenter Architects and WIP Collaborative with the support of Center for Independence of the Disabled-NY, Bronx Independent Living Services, INCLUDEnyc, and P.S. 42. The initiative advocates for public spaces in our city that offer inclusive zones where all of us, including those with “invisible disabilities” and sensory sensitivities, can come together and find common ground. Healing Hostile Architecture: Design as Care, is being led by Design as Protest, a collective of BIPOC designers and advocates. The initiative supports the development of community-driven design policies and new regenerative, design models to replace hostile environments and provide care for unhoused populations.

Honorable mention was given to Forest Avenue COMEUnity Fridge Fellowship Program, which creates opportunities for local youth to support a mutual aid network targeting food insecurity through the transformation of an underutilized space in Staten Island. The winning projects were recognized at a special ceremony held September 27, 2021 in Prospect Park.
ABOVE: Restorative City Winner’s Ceremony in Prospect Park
BELOW: Community Design Team member Celina De Jesus installs plexiglass artwork by Mollie Serena

OPPOSITE: Community Design Team Meeting reviews design model
PROJECT

OPENING THE EDGE PHASE III: COMMUNITY DESIGN AT NYCHA

PARTNER
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)

COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS
Lillian Wald Houses residents and Lower East Side community members

FELLOWS
Jane Greengold
Participatory Art Fellow
Emmanuel Oni
Active Design Fellow
Mollie Serena
Community Engagement Fellow

SUPPORTERS
New York City Council Speaker Corey Johnson
New York City Council Member Carlina Rivera
NYC Department of Cultural Affairs
Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer
PARC Foundation
Trinity Church Wall Street Foundation

Opening the Edge is a project in partnership with the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), proposed by Artist Jane Greengold to create a new public space in an underutilized grassy area at Lillian Wald Houses on the Lower East Side.

In Phase III of Opening the Edge, we’ve been continuing the development of a lively public space at the Lillian Wald Houses on the Lower East Side, which could be replicated at other NYCHA developments. The pandemic may have slowed some things down, but most of all, it showed us how vital public spaces are for communities who don’t have access to parks and open spaces. Over the past year, we’ve been working with our team of residents, Fellows, and Davies Toews Architects on finalizing the design of the new park space. We held four Community Design Team meetings, plus one for youth to explore materials, bench shapes, and layouts.

The latest design features a raised platform for performances and classes, grassy pavers and unique benches. In the meantime, the space has been host to Community Design Team meetings and awareness-raising events with neighbors, including the “Lighting the Edge” art installation. Designed by Community Design Team member and now Fellow Mollie Serena, “Lighting the Edge” was a temporary art fixture of colored plexiglass pieces hung on the fence surrounding our future Opening the Edge site to highlight the fence itself, engage neighbors, and beautify the space. The event featured local DJs Matthew Hall and Mas Corazon, and performances by singer Jade Altamirano, whose mother is a member of the Community Design Team.
Neighborhood Commons is a timely initiative supported by a grant from NYC SBS that will provide small businesses and place-based organizations with tools and strategies to recover as community anchors that support our main streets. Working with Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Community Based Organizations (CBOs), and local businesses, Neighborhood Commons is leveraging public space initiatives surrounding commercial corridors to support local economies, develop representative place-based governance models for NYC streets as public space, and produce a guide of better practices for both the City’s and community partners’ stewardship of public spaces.

This year, our team conducted a comprehensive research process that encompassed a review of citywide policies impacting public space use and management, as well as stakeholder engagement with business improvement districts and other place-based organization leaders across 12 neighborhoods.

In 2022, Design Trust will release a toolkit of policy recommendations and pilot projects to test out these proposals for best public space governance practices. Learn more at neighborhoodcommons.nyc.
ABOVE: Photo Urbanism Fellow Barnabas Crosby with a room of young image-makers at the inaugural Neighborhood Narratives Youth Photography Workshop. The workshop was a collaborative effort between Design Trust, the Museum of the City of New York and NeON Photography, initiated by EPS Fellow, Kimberly Mota. Photo by Anthony Artis.

OPPOSITE: Barnabas Crosby with his Photo Urbanism Exhibition in Times Square. Photo by Anthony Artis.
The Photo Urbanism Program offers fellowships to local photographers to create a new body of work illuminating the public spaces of NYC. On the Neighborhood Commons project team, our Photo Urbanism Fellow Barnabas Crosby turned a handball court in a public park into a photo studio and photographed Black business owners in a series of compelling portraits. Limited by costs and social distancing requirements, COVID-19 proposed a challenge to Barnabas and fellow business owners. In response to this challenge, many entrepreneurs created innovative uses of public space to continue operating their businesses and serve their communities. The final exhibition, “Holding Court” is a depiction of the resilience and ingenuity of entrepreneurs and the power of public space. The series was showcased in Times Square at 1500 Broadway, starting on Christmas Day through New Year’s Eve.

On October 16, 2021, Design Trust organized our first-ever youth photography workshop in collaboration with NeON Photography and hosted by the Museum of the City of New York (MCNY). 17 youth photographers received in-person instruction from PUF Barnabas Crosby and photographers Laylah Amatullah Barrayn, Anthony Artis, Vonecia Carswell, Eurila Cave, Natiah Jones, Collis Torrington, and Zakiyyah Woods, and participated in a neighborhood photo walk and collaborative sharing sessions to hone their personal storytelling. The workshop concluded with a tour of the MCNY exhibition space and a visit to the Kente Royal Gallery in Harlem.
In August 2021, Design Trust, in partnership with Regional Plan Association and Tri-State Transportation Campaign, announced the winners of the 2021 Inaugural Alfresco Awards at Maiden Korea in Koreatown, Manhattan. Photo by Sonia Szczesna.
**ALFRESCO NYC: OPEN STREETS & RESTAURANTS**

Al fresco NYC is a multi-year effort aimed at guiding the future of the Open Restaurants program. Design Trust, Regional Plan Association, and Tri-State Transportation Campaign are working together to ensure that Open Restaurants and Open Streets programs are accessible to all New Yorkers, beneficial for the local communities, and sustainable in the long term. Our groups are celebrating street life in New York City, providing information to businesses and community groups, and working to expand these programs to more neighborhoods.

In August 2021, Al fresco NYC launched the Al fresco Awards to recognize the city’s best outdoor dining spaces and open streets, and celebrate street life across the five boroughs. We awarded 13 $500 prizes to NYC establishments that innovate in design, safely re-imagine our streets, and build partnerships with their communities. The 2021 Al fresco Award winners demonstrate the great potential of the city’s Open Restaurants & Open Streets programs while highlighting equitable, sustainable, and safe designs moving forward.

To view the complete list of our 2021 winners and learn more about this project, visit alfresco.nyc.

---

This 2021 Al fresco Awards Winner, 34th Ave in Queens, shows how strong multi-generational programming, engagement, and organizing have turned the community from 69 to 94 Street in Jackson Heights into its own dynamic linear street park.

**PARTNERS**
Regional Plan Association
Tri-State Transportation Campaign

**SUPPORTERS**
The New York Community Trust
ABOVE: Turnout NYC launched its first season in July 2021 with outdoor performances hosted by Queens Theatre in Flushing Meadows Corona Park.
Turnout NYC is a community-oriented initiative in partnership with SITU that will provide infrastructure support for New York City-based arts and cultural organizations while expanding access to the arts across the city. Supported by a $2 million grant from the Mellon Foundation, the venture will create flexible and semi-permanent outdoor venues, one in each borough, in collaboration with cultural partners from within each community.

Beyond hosting a summer of creative events for New Yorkers, the five sites will support equitable access to the arts and provide infrastructure for artists, especially Black, Latinx, Asian, Indigenous, and other historically marginalized peoples. The initiative will purposefully seek to advance these venues as part of a larger effort to distribute open-source design knowledge, advocate for structural changes in the city’s cultural policies, and to build a connected cohort of emerging arts and design professionals.

In July 2021, Turnout NYC kicked off its first year in partnership with Queens Theatre, presenting a season of free performances and cultural programming on a new, purpose-built outdoor stage created by SITU in Flushing Meadows Corona Park. Programming will resume in summer 2022, expanding and traveling across all five boroughs and bringing on project fellows to support the initiative. Learn more at turnoutnyc.org..
ABOVE: 2020-2021 Equitable Public Space Fellows Jasmin Tepale & Kimberly Mota | 2021-2022 Equitable Public Space Fellows Catherine Betances & Journee Harris
The Design Trust Equitable Public Space Fellowship Program, established in 2016, supports the next generation of urban designers, architects, landscape architects, and planners in contributing to complex public space challenges in our global city.

The Fellow joins the Design Trust team as a full-time paid staff member for an intensive one-year fellowship, and becomes a part of the Design Trust community, interacting with project fellows, partners, and collaborators.

As part of their Fellowship, our 2020-2021 Equitable Public Space Fellows Kimberly Mota and Jasmin Tepale released an innovative publication, “Empowered x Design,” a deep dive into a critical analysis of design and planning practices through the experiences of teenage youth and multilingual communities. After completing their Fellowships in Fall 2021, Kimberly now works as the Public Realm Programming & Community Engagement Manager at The Street Plans Collaborative while Jasmin is the Assistant Borough Planner at the Manhattan Office of the NYC Department of City Planning. Catherine Betances and Journee Harris joined the 2021-2022 EPSF Cohort in Fall 2021.

The Design Trust Equitable Public Space Fellowship Program support is provided in part by the New York State Council on the Arts REDC Grant.

ABOVE: EPS Fellows Kim and Jasmin at Lighting the Edge test installation. Photo by Mollie Serena.
Below: Photo by Rob Stephenson, 2009-2012 Five Borough Farm Photo Urbanism Fellow. The project publication, *Five Borough Farm: Seeding the Future of Urban Agriculture in New York City*, and companion website were released in July 2012, providing the first in-depth comprehensive overview of urban agriculture in NYC.
Alongside the Restorative City RFP, the Design Trust introduced our first-ever mini-grant program for past and current fellows in order to support ongoing work connected to the theme of health equity. Five Borough Farm Design Fellows Elliott Maltby and Gita Nandan, and Urban Planning Fellow Lee Altman were selected as the winning projects. The grant winners were announced at the Restorative City RFP Winners Ceremony in September.

The Five Borough Farm project was an innovative initiative focusing on strengthening and expanding urban agriculture in New York City. Elliott and Gita, Founders and Principals at thread collective, are now working on a number of community-based projects, such as a field station on the Gowanus Canal with the Gowanus Canal Conservancy and in partnership with the RETI Center, an amphibious climate lab, BlueCity LAB and the BlueBlock Gardens. Lee Altman is the Director of Design Management at SCAPE, a design-driven landscape architecture and urban design studio. Lee’s work enables positive change in communities through the creation of regenerative living infrastructure and public landscapes.
2021 EVENTS

DESIGN TRUST COUNCIL

**March 17:** Virtual Panel Discussion on Public Space and Health with Signe Nielsen, Lisa Switkin, and Marion Weiss. This conversation explored the connection between public space and health with each landscape architect sharing about their projects focused on the NYC waterfront.

**April 21:** Virtual Special Preview of 175 Park Avenue with Isabel Castilla, Principal, James Corner Field Operations; Chris Cooper, Design Partner, Skidmore, Owings, & Merrill (SOM); and Jon McMillan, Director of Planning and SVP, TF Cornerstone. The 175 Park Avenue project development & design team shared about this new project and the profound impact it will have on the public realm in Midtown East.

**September 22:** Walking Tour of Little Island with Signe Nielsen, Founding Principal of MNLA. For our first in-person DT Council event since COVID-19, Nielsen guided DT Council members through this innovative new park with more than 350 varieties of plant life.

**October 12:** Insider Tour of Brooklyn Navy Yard with BNY Vice President for Transportation & Planning Shani Leibowitz and Founding Principal of WXY Studio and Design Trust co-founder Claire Weisz. DT Council members got an inside look at this historical site and its new transformative Master Plan.

ABOUT THE COUNCIL

The Design Trust Council is a leadership circle of civic-minded professionals who support the Design Trust’s mission to make a lasting impact – through design – on public space in NYC.

Design Trust Council members, in recognition of their vital support, also enjoy a number of special opportunities, including invitations to a diverse roster of exclusive events providing an inside look at the projects, people, and organizations who focus on the activation and challenges of public space.
BELOW: DT Council members join landscape architect Signe Nielsen on a special tour of Little Island at Pier 55 in September 2021.
2021 ANNUAL BENEFIT

Design Trust for Public Space

2021 Annual Benefit
Tuesday June 15th
A Virtual Event
2021 EVENTS

ANNUAL (VIRTUAL) BENEFIT

JUN 15  Design Trust hosted the 2021 Annual (Virtual) Benefit in honor of our 2021 Public Space Leadership Honorees:

→ NYC Parks Commissioner Mitchell Silver was honored as an inspirational civic leader for his incredible impact in building a more equitable park system

→ Rockwell Group was recognized as an exemplary public space project for its leadership and creative development of DineOut NYC.

The event brought together urbanists from across the country and gave our community an opportunity to celebrate the importance of public space to our City during this world-wide pandemic.

OPPOSITE: 2021 Annual Benefit Honorees NYC Parks Commissioner Mitchell Silver and Rockwell Group’s DineOut NYC.
Public Programs

Design Trust led a virtual speaker series for a deep dive into this year’s RFP theme for a discussion on how health equity is shaped by the built environment. Alongside the RFP selection process, the Design Trust organized conversations that paired designers and planners with health professionals. These conversations explored the intersection of health equity and public space.

Restorative City: In Conversation

→ May: The series kicked off on May 25th with a conversation between Sekou Cooke, architect, researcher, educator, and newly appointed Director of the Master of Urban Design program at UNC Charlotte, and Denard Cummings, Director of Equitable Health System Integration at the American Medical Association. This conversation was moderated by Dominic Ramos-Ruiz, Design Trust Board Vice-Chair.

→ Aug: The second installment in our series on August 5th was a conversation with Ifeoma Ebo, LEED AP, NOMA Founding Director, Creative Urban Alchemy, LLC, and Hanaa A. Hamdi, PHD Director, Health Impact Investment Strategies & Partnerships. This conversation was moderated by Elizabeth Hamby, Senior Director, Take Care New York at New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.

→ Oct: The final conversation on October 14th was with Dr. Uché Blackstock and Sloan Leo. They discussed how our public realm influences public health. Sloan Leo is an artist and the Founder/CEO of FLOX Studio Inc. and a member of the Design Trust Board. Dr. Uché Blackstock is a thought leader and sought-after speaker on bias and racism in healthcare.

Public Workshops + Info Sessions

→ June: Design Trust staff and social strategist Claudie Mabry led an informational workshop about the Design Trust, the RFP, and a look into the theme of health equity. Design Trust also hosted an Equitable Public Space virtual info session in June for all prospective EPSF applicants, including a quick overview of the Fellowship, eligibility and application process, followed by a Q&A on what to expect from this year-long fellowship.
“Today, amongst many competing priorities, America has a generational opportunity to leverage and invest in public space as a driver of equity, inclusion and healing. A new open space movement is a big idea.”

- From Executive Director Matthew Clarke’s op-ed in New York Daily News

OUTREACH & IMPACT

DESIGN TRUST IN THE NEWS


SOCIAL MEDIA

12.4k Twitter followers
10.5K Facebook likes
5.4K Instagram followers

OPINION

It’s simple: Parks build democracy

By Matthew Clarke
New York Daily News • Jan 29, 2021 at 5:00 am
## FISCAL YEAR 2021
### ANNUAL OPERATING BUDGET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Project Funding</td>
<td>$2,416,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Contributions and Grants)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted Income</td>
<td>$673,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Event Income</td>
<td>$163,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Income</strong></td>
<td>$3,253,189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$948,880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General &amp; Administration</td>
<td>$182,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$201,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td>$1,333,198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FY21 funding increase made possible by a $2-Million grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation for a special project, Turnout NYC.*
The Design Trust's work is made possible by the generous foundations, corporations, and individuals who share our passion for public space.
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